
Discussion Notes
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• In Chapter 1 Walter comes rushing into the theatre proclaiming “I didn’t do it!”. (p. 4) With 
so little information did you believe him at this point, or did it take you longer to believe he was 
innocent?

• When Ambrose informs the rest of the company what he has heard he warns them that 
“Everything I heard is rumour ... First-hand accounts from people who weren’t there.” (p. 22) 
Why do you think it is less reliable to trust people who didn’t see the murder themselves? 
Discuss what makes a story or source reliable. 

• At the end of Chapter 5 Valentina gives a persuasive speech to get the company to stay (p. 26). • At the end of Chapter 5 Valentina gives a persuasive speech to get the company to stay (p. 26). 
Now that you have nished the book, can you see how Valentina had a different motive than 
helping Walter? Can you think of any other examples in the book where you thought Valentina 
was helping, but instead she was working for herself?

• The Moth’s theatre troupe come from lots of different places, Mouse was found in a costume • The Moth’s theatre troupe come from lots of different places, Mouse was found in a costume 
hamper and Kwadwo escaped from the ship’s captain after he was taken from Africa. They have 
formed their own chosen family within the theatre, looking after one another, working and living 
together. Who is in your chosen family?

• Why do you think the bird in the cage that Valentina receives as a makes Mouse 
uncomfortable? What do you think it reminds her of?

• Throughout the story Eve constantly plays tricks on Mouse and teases her. Why do you think • Throughout the story Eve constantly plays tricks on Mouse and teases her. Why do you think 
she does this? Is she jealous of Mouse and if so, why?

• Mouse shows how much she cares for Walter by delivering him food every day. How do you 
think it would feel to be locked up alone with almost no food? What difference would it make if 
you had a friend like Mouse visiting every night?

        • As a member of the theatre troupe, Mouse is always wearing different disguises. Why do 
           you think she often chooses to disguise herself as a boy? Do you think this has anything 
              to do with the time period that the book is set in?              to do with the time period that the book is set in?

                • In Chapter 15 Jameson and Stuart seem to have already decided that Walter is 
                 guilty. What problems does this pose for their investigation?
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• How do you think Mouse felt when Mr Hawkin took Dog away and gave him to Eve? Do you 
have a pet? How would you feel if they were given to someone else?

• Why do you think Mouse and Kwadwo were the most concerned about Walter?

• Mouse is given many nicknames throughout the book by Valentina including: “bunny”, “doll”, 
“lambkin”, “Mouseling”, “bobtail” and “duckling”. What do you think they have in common and 
why does Valentina use them?

• Valentina’s mood changes quite a lot from kind to agitated and back to kind again. What do • Valentina’s mood changes quite a lot from kind to agitated and back to kind again. What do 
you think motivates these changes in mood?

• Adam seems to follow his sister Eve around and not speak up for himself or others. Have you 
ever found it hard to do the right thing because of pressure from other people? Discuss how it 
would be best to deal with this.

• In Chapter 46 Mouse decides to tell Kwadwo and Adam what she knows (p.220). If you had to 
trust someone with an important secret, who would you tell and why?

• As a thank you and to set things right the queen pardons both Walter and Kwadwo. Compare • As a thank you and to set things right the queen pardons both Walter and Kwadwo. Compare 
how they were both trapped even though they were in different circumstances.



Activity Ideas
Plan your own Historical Fiction Story
Mouse Heart is set in a ctional past; it takes a historical period and transforms it into 
something new. The pirate Blackbeard, real name Edward Teach, did exist, but Fleur has 
reimagined him, his actions and words, and there was a Queen Anne I, but never a Queen Anne 
II. What period would you like to rewrite a story about? Select a time period that you would like 
to reimagine, if you’re stuck pick from one of the examples below:

Ancient GreeceAncient Greece
Ancient Rome
Anglo-Saxon Britain
Qing Dynasty, China
The Civil Rights Movement, America
The French Revolution
The World Wars, Europe
Victorian EnglandVictorian England

Now pick a main character, chose their name, age and position (are they royalty, a performer, a Now pick a main character, chose their name, age and position (are they royalty, a performer, a 
school child, or something else). Once you’ve decided those details, think of a major event that 
will happen to them in your story. Will they be wrongly accused of murder like Walter, or will 
they be a secret assassin like Valentina? The choice is yours! Now that you have a plan, write the 
rst 2-3 paragraphs of your story. This doesn’t have to include your major event, but you can set 
the scene for what is about to happen! (Don’t forget to include details about your historical 
setting.)
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Activity Ideas
Class Debate
Valentina accuses Mouse of being weak telling her, “You will be forever a soft little cub, until Valentina accuses Mouse of being weak telling her, “You will be forever a soft little cub, until 
you stop caring so much!” (p. 264). Do you think caring makes you weak or strong? Split the 
class in half and run a debate, with one side arguing that caring makes you strong and the other 
side arguing that caring makes you weak. Give the class 20 minutes to come up with three main 
points for their side. Then allow 10 minutes to present their argument to the other half of the 
class. After, let the class debate their arguments and see if anyone is convinced to switch sides.

Design a Disguise
Throughout the book Mouse makes good use of her various costumes to disguise herself as Throughout the book Mouse makes good use of her various costumes to disguise herself as 
different characters. Design a disguise for Mouse so that she can go investigating without being 
recognised. Think about all parts of her outt from her shoes to her hair, and maybe even a hat. 
Annotate your design and present it to the rest of the class.
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